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INTRODUCTION

- Motivation: most summarization methods 
are slow and computationally demanding.

- Objective: efficient summarization 
algorithm (storyboards and video skims) for 
low delay and on-demand applications.

- Issues:
 • End to end delay must include operations 

such as bitstream reading and generation.
 • High processing delay.
 • Fast processing of video content is very 

challenging (huge files, a lot of data). It gets 
worse as the videos get longer.

 • Generation of long summaries (e.g. skims)

LOW DELAY SUMMARIZATION

- How to deliver and present summaries with 
low delay?
 • Online summarization[1]: process 
segments of the video and output the 
summary on the fly, as it is being generated.

• Use a very fast algorithm to process the 
sequence in a very short time.

- Total summarization delay/latency includes 
both analysis and generation.

ttotal = tanalysis + tgeneration

APPROACH

- Avoid processing as much as possible 
working in the compressed domain (we use 
MPEG-1/MPEG-2 coding formats).

 • Group of Pictures (GOP) as basic unit.
 • Compressed domain analysis using DC 

images of I frames.
 • Efficient generation using bitstream 
extraction.
- Data reduction in the earlier stages. First 

detect shots and and then sample them 
representing them with few keyframes.

- Ranking stage: it provides a scalable 
representation for flexible adaptation of the 
summary (ranking must be efficient too).
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2. Comparison in this system
- Effects of the shot-based keyframe 
sampling.
 • Size of data set (keyframes) significantly 
reduced.
 • No longer K«N . Same order K and N
 • Non-dense data set.

  - Efficiency of K-means and hierarchical 
clustering are comparable.

CLUSTERING
- We tested K-means and hierarchical clustering
1. Comparison in a typical scenario
- The size of the data set   is usually large while the number of 

clusters is small. We can assume K « N

 K-means Hierarchical (agglomerative) 
Complexity O(NKq) ≈ O(N)  

as usually K«N, q«N 
q: number of iterations 

O(N3) (efficient implementation 
O(N2)) 

Output K clusters Hierarchy of clusters 
Advantages - Simple 

- Fast 
- Scalable to large data sets 
 

- Able to recover complex-shaped 
clusters. 
- No need to specify the number of 
clusters. Dendogram analysis can 
be use instead. 
- Hierarchical representation. 

Drawbacks - K must be specified. How to 
estimate it? 
- Results very dependent on the 
(random) initializations. Different 
results from run to run (non 
deterministic). 
- Only (hyper)spherical-shaped 
clusters. 

- More complex. 
- Slow with large data sets. 

Comments - Heuristic and statistical 
approaches can help to overcome 
these limitations, although the 
algorithm becomes notably slower. 

 

 

 K-means Hierarchical 
(agglomerative) 

Complexity O(NKq) ≈ O(KN)  
If K≈N then O(KN) 
≈O(N2) 

O(N2) (efficient 
implementation) 

Comments - Non dense data 
set. K-means 
performs worse with 
non-dense data 
sets. 
- Not so fast now. 

- Complexity relies in 
the computation of 
the distance matrix. 

 

RESULTS
 

Test sequence: news from TRECVid 
2005, MPEG-1, 352x240, 29.97 fps, 27’20’’ 
(49151 frames, GOP of 13 frames)

1. Clustering
Example with hierarchical clustering

Example

2. Examples of summaries 
(storyboards)

5 keyframes

10 keyframes

20 keyframes

3. Processing time (in seconds)
           Clustering    Generation

Modality # frames # GOPs tfeatures tclustering tranking tgeneration ttotal 
Storyboard 76 76 4.301 0.031 0.002 1.410 5.744 

Skim 3952 304 4.301 0.031 0.002 1.710 6.074 
 

CONCLUSIONS
 
- Flexible and scalable algorithm for both storyboards and video skims.
- Very efficient analysis and generation with very low processing delay.
- Compressed domain (GOP) processing and shot-based keyframe sampling 
for data reduction are key to improve the efficiency.
- Hierarchical clustering is faster than K-means in this problem.
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